weather, or whether the weather can be kept off at all. The last time he went out he was caught in a snow-storm, and the next time he expects to be obliged to tack at every crossing to keep from blowing down some of the side streets. Trying weather, as the fat man said when the sun came out and he felt himself melting down into his boots. The office boy has threatened to strike, because the Society Editor makes him work extra time blacking shoes; and he is not the only one who will rejoice when March has blown over, taking its nasty run of weather with it, and Easter gives them some chance of wearing thin shoes without fearing the consequences.

Speaking of Lent, the Lounger has been on the lookout for sacrifice hits, and found them in all varieties. Some of the Sophomores have given up studying to go to "Faust up to Date," and others are going to give up their dollars to hear Patti. Some of them gave up billiards, or at least they enter the Chapel from upstairs and make false affidavits as to their years of discretion. The Seniors have given up everything but work on their theses and their hopes of sheepskins, and some of them have given up even these. And what did the Lounger give up? He gave up his co-operative ticket after he had been to the lunch room three times, and is going to fast for the rest of the month.

The United States of America has 360 universities, 4,240 professors, and 69,400 students.

Great Britain has 11 universities, 334 professors, and 13,400 students.

Germany has 21 universities, 1,020 professors, and 25,084 students.

Spain has 10 universities, 380 professors, and 16,200 students.

Austria has 10 universities, 1,810 professors, and 13,600 students.

Denmark has 1 university, 40 professors, and 1,400 students.

Russia has 8 universities, 582 professors, and 6,900 students.

There are twenty candidates for the Freshman nine at Princeton.

The fourteenth anniversary of the founding of Johns Hopkins University was celebrated on Washington's birthday.

Bowdoin has accepted Cornell's challenge to a boat race this spring. The race will probably be rowed on Lake Cayuga, New York.

A movement is on foot at the University of Michigan to raise a $5,000 gymnasium fund, by $10 subscriptions from the students.

It has cost Harvard $500 to send catalogues to graduates this year.

At a recent mass meeting of Dartmouth students, between $1,200 and $1,300 was raised for the support of baseball the coming season. This will cover the expenses of the club and pay last year's debt.

The Harvard Freshman crew are at present ten pounds heavier to the man than the Freshman crew of last year, and two pounds heavier to the man than the Varsity crew of last year.

The New York league nine has renewed its offer to present a banner to the college team making the largest score against them. Games have been arranged with Yale, Princeton, Williams, and Manhattan Colleges.

Considerable changes will be made in the Columbia College buildings early in the summer. The library has outgrown its quarters, the school of art needs more room, and the demands of the law school must be met. The old buildings in the centre will be removed and a handsome and commodious structure erected in their place.

Harvard has thirteen dormitories, and Yale has nine.

The total membership in the Greek letter societies is about 75,000.

Dartmouth published the first college paper, the Gazette. Daniel Webster was a contributor to it.